Embossing
seals
Pocket Seal
Pocket Seals offer a heavy duty frame and precision parts for the finest
impressions every time. Easy sliding lock mechanism makes for convenient
handling and storage. Available round impression areas are 1-5/8", 1-3/4" and 2";
as well as a rectangular 1" x 2".

Desk Seal
Our Desk Seal is designed to produce impressions with
minimal effort. Easy sliding lock mechanism makes for
convenient handling and storage. The Desk Seal
accommodates the same die holders as the Deluxe Pocket
Seal: 1-5/8", 1-3/4". 2" round and 1" x 2" rectangular.

Long Reach Desk Seal
Long Reach Desk Seals are great for putting your impressions
where a regular pocket or desk type seal just won’t reach.The
Long Reach Desk Seal combines all the features of our other
seal presses in a larger, heavier-duty device.

Cast Desk Embossers
These elegant cast desk embossers make clear,
crisp impressions time after time. A soft felt base
prevents scratching and slipping.

Frames are

Available in Lustrous Chrome, Elegant Brass or
Traditional Black finishes. These seals are for the
truly discriminating and make a fine addition to any
desk. Includes removable die holder!
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The world’s most popular seal presses offer unprecedented quality and durability. The
redesigned IDEAL Model M and IDEAL No.1 Pocket models now have greater
strength and leverage. These seal presses are a favorite with notaries,
corporations, engineers and government officials around the world.
The Deluxe Series features a tough, baked-on, epoxy coated
black finish that is both durable and attractive.

IDEAL MODEL No.1

This model has become a favorite because of its compact
sizeand highleverage which gives you clean, crisp impressions
on most paper stocks.

SHOWN
WITH
OPTIONAL
SOFT GRIP
CUSHION!*

No.1/No.1-SCG 1 5/8” dia. (ø41mm)
No.1R/No.1R -SCG 1” x 2” (25mm x 51mm)

“SCG” in the product number denotes Soft Cushion Grip.

IDEAL Model M

The larger size, heavy duty Model M offers greater
leverage, longer paperinsertion and more choices of
interchangeable die holders. The die holders used in
this model are interchangeable with the Model M
Desk Seal.

SHOWN
WITH
OPTIONAL
SOFT GRIP
CUSHION!*

M1/M1-SCG 1 5/8” dia. (ø41mm)
M1R/M1R-SCG 1” x 2” (25mm x 51mm)
M11/2 M11/2D-SCG 1 3/4” dia. (ø44mm)
M2/M2-SCG 2” dia. (ø51mm)

“SCG” in the product number denotes Soft Cushion Grip.

*IDEAL’ s optional, resilient foam cushion grip provides a comfortable non-slip surface.

IDEAL Model M Desk

This model has been engineered to produce higher
pressure with minimal effort. If you’ll be making a lot
of impressions, you’ll appreciate its ease of use. The
die holders used in this model are interchangeable
with the Model M pocket seals. Buy an extra frame
and you can use your desk model in your office and
the same die holder in the Model M pocket seal
when you’re away.

M1 Desk

1 5/8” dia. (41mm)

M1R Desk 1” x 2” (25mm x 51mm)
M11/2 Desk 1 3/4” dia. (ø44mm)
M2 Desk

2” dia. (ø51mm)

LS-BSP-SCG
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Seals for Business & Industry

EXAMPLES

A full selection of seals is available to meet the requirements of all federal, state
and local regulations. Call us to find out about your specific regulatory needs.

Notary Seals

Corporate Seals

Registered professionals

Personal Seals & Embossers

SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE (OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE)

The perfect personalized gift! Great for executives, stationery, books and so much more...

SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE (OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE)

SHOWN REDUCED - ACTUAL DIAMETER IS 1 5/8” (38mm)
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Embossing
seals
Professional & Custom Seals
A full range of professional and personal seals are available. All seals are engraved to meet the exacting specifications of all local, state, and federal regulations. Custom seals can be individually designed
by our staff, or taken directly from your camera-ready artwork.

1” x 2” Address Embossers

Style A

Style B

Style C

Style D
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